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Council Rock School District 
Bucks County, Pennsylvania 

 
Benchmark Charter: Health Care 
 
Health Care Committee Composition: 
 
David Bollinger, Chair 
John Stranford, RSI-G Benefits Consultant 
Bob Schoch  
 
Ad hoc resources: 
 John Manion, IBC Account Representative (Medical) 
 Mark Prasalowicz, MetLife Account Executive (Dental) 
 Keith Lemer, Exec VP, Wellnet Healthcare (Rx) 

Gil Martini, CBSD 
Brad Clemens, Souderton SD 

 
Function/Program:  
 
Minimizing increases in Health Care expenses is an annual initiative performed by CR’s Director of HR in concert 
with efforts from RSI-Gallagher our benefits consultants. This year in particular we have been looking closely at 
the possibility of changing to self-funding our medical insurance. Additionally we are seriously considering joining 
the Delaware Valley Health Care Consortium (DVHCC) to increase savings. 
 
Background:  
Health care expenses have been increasing for Council Rock School District on average in excess of 10% for most 
years in the past decade. Contributing to these increases are the following issues: 

1. A near monopoly in the healthcare provider market with Independence Blue Cross controlling the majority 
of the marketplace in the Philadelphia region, 

2. Rising costs of contracts with university and city hospitals contributes to the Philadelphia metropolitan area 
being more expensive than most other markets where research and indigent populations are less prevalent. 

3. Prescription therapies have dramatically increased in the past decade and pharmaceutical companies have 
aggressively marketed their products. The marketing initiatives alone have had a strong impact on pricing, 
such that in the late 90’s into the early 00’s Rx costs rose frequently in the 20% range. 

4. Collective bargaining is largely controlled by PSEA which has driven the reluctance to move to less costly 
plan designs (e.g. HMO’s) as well as resisting premium contributions that are more commonly encountered 
in the private sector. Contracts need to move to a cost share basis rather than a plan design basis; increasing 
consumer/employee awareness by shifting premium costs to the employee will help drive market 
competitiveness. 

5. Of the controllable health plan funding strategies, being self-insured is an avenue worth considering for a 
variety of reasons, including possible savings it will generate. In comparison to other self-funded school 
districts in our area, we are hopeful that a 3-5% savings can be realized.  

 
 
Benchmark Savings Opportunities: 
 
In evaluating other school districts in our area to determine potential savings beyond what currently is in place for 
Council Rock, the following observations of possible improvements were determined: 
 
Self-funded Health Plans 
 
School districts that are self-insured such as Central Bucks in Bucks County, Souderton in Montgomery County and 
Downingtown in Chester County, report they have annual renewal rates in the single digits. Pocono Mtn. SD 
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reported they have had a 12% increase on average over the past 10 years (that has been a high growth District). 
However all districts report a greater degree of stability in their rate increases, and at lower rates. 
 
Although switching to a self-funded/stop loss insurance method of paying for our medical program expenses has 
been examined every year by RSI-G as we look to find savings, recent comparisons to other school districts that are 
self-funded suggests that we should have significant savings over time.  
 
Because school districts in Pennsylvania are different from private businesses in their health care program designs 
and collective bargaining expectations and outcomes, it is difficult to compare them. Clearly the private sector is far 
and away more economical in this area than are unionized school districts, in 1) plan design options, 2) cost 
sharing, and 3) ability to control costs as the market place changes. Because our medical plans are tied into our 
collective bargaining agreements, we have learned from past experience that making changes will require 
significant, premeditated communication with the association leaderships as well as the employees PRIOR to 
implementing the change. Therefore the best solution in transitioning to a self-funded approach will be to use 
Independence Blue Cross (IBC) as the medical plan administrator so that we a) continue to get the significant IBC 
network discounts in the claims we pay, and b) we have the IBC name recognition associated with the plan 
administration which will help assuage or employees’ concerns as we make the transition to self-funding.  
 
Although we have been exploring changing to self-funding in dental plan administration, which also makes sense, it 
is also wise to minimize the challenges to transitioning, and save that possible change for another year. The 
potential savings in dental are far less than in medical plans, and may be minimally advantageous at best.  
 
Finally, once self-funded it is very important to refocus our efforts in claims management. One possibility is to join 
the Delaware Valley Health Care Consortium (DVHCC), which could yield savings in discounts to administrative 
fees and overall reduction in claims costs by fostering substantially increased participation in healthy lifestyle 
initiatives available to us through IBC. We are considering that option at a cost of about $10,000 per year. Or we 
could take a more hands on approach and initiate district wide initiatives directly with our employees, accessing the 
IBC healthy lifestyles programs that are presently available as well as other services that we can access through 
Wellnet, our self-funded prescription plan administrator. These types of programs encourage 1) exercise and weight 
loss programs, 2) examination of individual healthcare information with a focus on proactive therapies and 
avoidance of potential healthcare conflicts, and 3) create an atmosphere and awareness of health consciousness in 
general. 
 
Savings Potential: 
 
It also needs to be understood that with transitioning to self-funding there is always an upfront cost of establishing a 
health plan claims reserve of $1M to $2M to cover unforeseen expenses that could emerge during a bad claims year 
where claim expenses are 10-20% higher than usual or expected. We would be exposed to that 120% level of 
expected claims (based on claims history trending), but beyond that threshold we would be protected using 
aggregate and specific stop loss insurance for claims expenses that exceed 120% of projected claims. Additionally 
that same reserve can be used if we ever decide to return to fully insured programs, which would require a claims 
run-out expense of about three to four months worth of claims costs. It seems logical that this reserve may simply 
be carved out of our existing budget fund balance, or by maintaining our increased expenditure budget. Our hope is 
that the reserve would not be touched and that in fact we will reap a savings of approximately 5-6% of our current 
projected medical insurance expense for 2009-10, which is based on data and projections we have received from 
IBC/RSI-G.  
 
Implementation Details: 
 
Investment needed: $1,000,000-$2,000,000 of existing fund balance, earmarked as a Medical 
    Plan reserve. (No increase to current budget for this expense.) This  
   reserve should be increased as needed each year to reach a reserve  
   level that meets a standard to be set by our medical plan consultant  
   recommendations so that we can cover 120% of expected claims expenses per year. 
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Supplies/Staffing needed: No additional supplies or staffing would be required. 
 
Implementation Challenges:  
 

1. Communicating effectively and thus garnering CRESPA and CREA support/understanding for the change 
will be necessary, particularly if we wish to foster DVHCC program participation into the overall scheme. 

2. Setting up the self-funding and stop loss insurance in a timely fashion so that it can be reflected in the 
2009-10 expense budget. If we do this through our existing vendor (IBC) the effort will be minimized. We 
also need to drop the Aetna plan in order to maximize remove some unnecessary expense and get more 
complete renewal data for projecting our increases in the future. 

 
Proposed Implementation Schedule: 
 
February 2009    All preliminary cost projections for self-funding options are received and 
    analyzed by RSI-G and CR committee. 
 
February 2009    Initial meetings with CRESPA/CREA/CRAA leadership to outline 
    plan and develop a communication process with employees. 
 
April-May 2009   Building level communications/meetings conducted with all employees to explain 
    self-funded medical plans and the possibility of DVHCC program participation. 
 
May 2009  Realistic budget adjustments are determined to account for self- 
   funded costs/savings and membership in the DVHCC. 
 
   Notification to Aetna plan participants that they will be required to  
   change to an IBC plan during open enrollment. 
 
May 2009  Open Enrollment 
 
Late May 2009  Adjust 2009-10 expenditure budget according to open enrollment 
      changes to anticipated costs. 


